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ABOUT THE HANDBOOK

Thishandbook was developed to be used as a tool for the Camp

Speers-Eljabar Outdoor Education Center in working with schools

as they plan resident outdoor education experiences. In order

to be adaptable to any resident setting most of the material has

been generalized and can easily be used by a school or resident

center in developing an approach to outdoor education.

ABOUT.THE AUTHOR

Rex A. Miller is currently the Executive Director of the Camp

Speers-Eljabar YMCA. Over the last fifteen years, with ten of

those as a YMCA professional, he has been actively involved in

camping and the outdoor field. He has spent the last six years

working with a large number of school districts throughout

Michigan, New York and New Jersey, in developing resident out-

door education programs. His educational training includes a

B.A. in Child Psychology from the University of Minnesota and a

M.A. in Educational Psychology - Child and Adolescent Development

from Michigan State University. Apprépriately his greatest concern

in outdoor education is about self-Concept of the child as well as

the affective and socialization elements seen so often in resident

outdoor education settings.
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FORWARD

This handbook is basically designed as a manual to help 'train and

support staff related to outdoor education programs. While its aim is

specifically oriented towards resident outdoor education programs, most of

the material is applicable to outdoor education in general, and-hopefully

can be used by teachersand administrators in, design of an overall.

philosophy of outdoor education.

Within the realm of outdoor education, there are as many definitions

4

of what it is or what it isn't (outdoor education) as there are books. The J

concept that I see as most productive is the idea that oUtdoor is teaching

outside the classrooM. It combines with and blends as a part of the total

curriculum: whether it be in social science, math, natural science,

physical education and recreation, language.arts, or creative arts. Dr.

t

Donald Hammerman ok'Northern Illinoie University expresses it well when

he mentions that all textbooks are related to experiences outside the class-

room and that if one fails to take advantage of theae experiences, then a

part of the whole educational process is denied.

3



WHAT IS OUTDOOR EDUCATION?

As mentioned 1n.the foreward, this manual will look at outdoor education as
teaching outside of the classroom. The probable,environments for teaching that
one has available are the classrooms, the school, the community, and the.field
experience ( field trip or resident ou0oor education). All of the environments
beyond the classroom and its four walls and desk represent a possible area for
outdoor education.

A second concept that has to be kept in mind is that outdoor education is
an extension of the total curriculum, not just Science or Physical Education.

Social Sci.

Math
4111111111

Arts

Creative Language
Arts

11F4111
Science

Phys. Ed. + Recreation
A good example of this might be a visit to a cemetery. Here one might study
lineages (Social Studies), make gravestone rubbings (Creative Arts), study
epitaphs (Language Arts), analyze stone materials (Natural Science), and record data
on life spans (Math). Of course, one can even start closer to the classroom.
What about an elementary class group studying the various areas of the school
and their significance to the whole operation? (Or even the various job roles -
quite common study in 2nd or 3rd grade).

The special environment that this manual will attempt to deal with is the
resident outdoor education experience. It 13 the type of outdoor education program
that usually is done between the fourth through eighth grade levels. Within
the philosophy of outdoor education, it falls somewhere mid-way in terms of
possible approaches. A sample continuum might loOk like this:

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Outside Field Trips & Resident Outdoor Intensive Resident Out-

Activity Community Education door Education or
Visits Adventure Education

The resident outduor education concept represents a concentrated.living-learning
experience which normally involves a total classroom or number of classrooms.

The most common approach is to include.all students in a particular grade
and depending on the school size,'usually combines VAD or more classes. /f
facilities are available, the total school district at a grade level, i.e. 5th
graders, may embark on the experience.

6



Page 2

A second continuum that enters into outdoor education is the one which

takes'a look at the approach a school-might take. At one end there is the approach

that the school rents the site, does all the work (perhaps even the cooking) and

totally staffs the program. At the other end, one finds programs which are

totally set up and the children get "plugged" int. them. More and more, though,

there tends to be an equal sharing of resources from the school and the camp

management (a team approach), in terms of training, staffIng and support systems.

My own bias is within this realm, since it normally produces a more successful'

and continuing program.

This manual approaches outdoor education as a process which helps to

broaden and deepen the school curriculum.
Special emphasis is given on several

techniques which provide for this broadening experience. They are sensory

awareness and discovery learning. It is an approach which provides guided

programming along with material-centered projects. The teacher and/or counselors

supplement and help the child through the process. One might look at it this way:

Exposure (sensory awareness)

Child-Teacher,
Interaction Learning

Discovery

Given this, one begins to take a look at planning and developing the steps

necessary to achieve a successful program. Planning needs toinclude decisions

concerning when, where, what, how, for whom. It also-has to answer the

question why. Some of the "whys" include:

- Broadening the curriCulum base

- Socialization
- and recent research is starting to indicate

Self-concept awareness
and

Attitude change toward learning are occurring

It is, then, with the above concepts and philosophy that this 'manual has been

developed. Hopefully, it will be of help to anyone developing an outdoor

education program, especially at the resident outdoor education level.



SENSORY AWARENESS

Sensory awareness refers to.sthe basic co5Icept of total use of the senses

in becoming aware of your surrounding envireptent, in order that more significaat

learning can take.place. Much of what we lgarn in the classroom relies on nur

use of sight, in terms of reading and other Worms of visual stimuli. Followed

closely in second is our use of hearing. The other senses of touch, taste and

smell are used to limited degrees, such as in a chemistry or biology lab. In

addition, we tend to use them in a formalized setting in Which very specific

objectives are set forth for learning. Sensory awareness does not approach use

of the senses in a formalized way, but rather in an informal setting. By use of

the'senses, we become aware of what is around us, which helps to stimulate the

person to want to learn more about the environment.

It is rather like "total submersion" into the environment. Then with

minimal outlines, one Can begin to nearch out the facts of a project (see dis-

cussion of self-discovery techniques).
'

One agency that has changed much of their philosophy from a formalized to

an informal sensory awareness approach is the National Park Service. Most of us

remember the long, dtaw.-out, formal lecture approach that the NPS has used in

their "tours". One would be put into a group and proceed to follow a guide

around and listen to him an a variety of subjects; usually relatertto very

specific historical or natural objects. But, this is and has changed. One only

has to visit the Museum of Immigration at the Statue of Liberty and he is

overwhelmed by a visual and bound presentation. The use of color, music, fast

moving.slide shows, and highly decorative displays are in evidence everywhere.

In order to off-set and keep the level of dietragtLon'down, the surroundtag walls

and floor are muted and carpeted. If the interest of the person is stimulated

beyond this point, there are mere than adequate written descriptions al9ng with

each display. These descriptions, plus a number of materials avallable/aetbe

1.!gift shop" Allow one to continue the learning process. Along with these types

of displays, the National Park Service, in eooperation with the National

Environmental Study areas using awareness techniques. The new image thusly is

quickly replaCing the old image.

How then does one go about exploring the evvironment through sensory

,awareness? The easiest way is to first submerge the person into the outdoors.

Have him or her describe what he sees, feels, hears, touches, tastes and smells.

A discussion of tiow persons feel about certain types of weather might be appro-

*priate 'at this paint. Other activities such as descriptions of trees, birds

and animals, surroundings, etc., can be approached very easily. For instance,

"Hew does that tree feel? Is its bark smooth or rough? What ckes the bark and

leaves taste like? What do the leaves look like? Is there a particular smell

to parts of the tree? Haw does the tree look? If you were that tree, would you

be sad, happy, strong, stately, sleepy, etc.?" NOTE: Many questions have been

asked, but no one has-asked what kind of tree it is. Later, motivated by the

vast amount of stimuli, one ends up by identifying the tree. Other techniques, 1.cil

as role-playing a tree or frog, or a blindfold walk can be used very easily.

To summarize, one then might describe the process of sensory awareness as

submersion into the environment, description through use of senses, and finally,

identification. By this process, one becomes totally involved and learning

becomes easier and more effective. (For a variety of exercises and description

of sensory awareness, WO excellerit books by Steve Van Metro are "Accl1mitization4

and "Acclimitizing".)



DISCOVERY LEARNING

Discovery lonroing, aolf-discovery, or exploratory learning is one of the
widely usodi and easiest approaches to the concept of teaching in the out-

of-doora,
or even in the indoors, for that matter. It has a close bond to

-ed ins
prograw,fl- truction well as material-based teaching. It is in the truest

osense a
form

problem
a:olving through the use of observation.f

wait do ve then, by didcovery learning? The elements of this. form

of teaching arQ:
.

1.

I:IP.
ecific goal in mind.

2. St s leading to that goal.
3: A guided program based on those steps.
4. Aasistance, as needed, in following the program.

An examPle of this might be a study of an early pro-1850 homestead. By guid-

log one the
thTough alementa

mortar,
etc.)

of construction (foundation, fireplace, siding,
the student begins to form a composite picture of what

't7,10r0f house 4
t is, as well as some insight into the neCessary work that it

--

took to rtlt.
thcm.lat aseur.thns an idea of whit early pionenr life was

science
const

like. often -7 of discovery learning when a student uses de-

scription in -4efining an unknown objectin the field (shape, size, color,
texure, etc)

and later is
joes

able to identify it in a key. In other words,

(lbservn
tion.take a very important part, but also that most impor-

tant
element' loloun 0 inlielvement is present. And although it can not be an

automatic
assutalltion, an increased level of mdtivation within the student

ProbablY oCcura

good 4oscription of Just what discovery learning is all about was pub-
liabea in 4 copy of the Common icator, the New York State Outdoor Eaucapion
Association i0Utnal, and it goes:

I hear and

,

I forget
I see and I remember '

I do and I understand
.

.then, this opao-ended in
r

vestigation leading to problem solving that
4eems to have greatest success and satisfaStion in terms of teaching in

oors both from an effthe outd -ective teaching approach and an.effective learn-
ing process for the atudént.



SAMPLE LETTER TO PARENTS

Dear Parents:

We are writing this.lottor to let You know about the resident outdoor

education program that is being planned for the grade class during the

week of You may have already heard of the program and now we are

writing to tell you more about the content and philosophy of the program.

Outdoor education is basically an extension and enrichment of the reg-

ular school curriculum outside of the classroom. A resident program consists

of a living - learning experience for ihe children and teacher. The children

atudy cue same.subjects as they in school: outdoor math, language, creative

artri,, social science, natural science, and physical education. The difference

is that by actual experiencingmany of the above subjects helps the student

learn more effectively. A good example of this Might be with children study-

'ing a unit on job vocations and then taking a trip to the firehouse, police

station, or village hall to see the actual jobs,in

Another advantage of a resident program is that it gives children a chance

to have greater socialization with other classmates and their teachers. This

can be very important as your child continues to grow and learns to be a re-

sponsible citizen in todays world. It also helps the teacher to more,effect-

',ively understand and work with your child.

We Would hope that you give serious consideration to allowing your child

to participate in the program. Any questions that you migbt have can be

answered at the parents information meeting on -, or please

feel free to call Mr./Mrs. .

1 0

Yours truly,



'RYTOT ust

BEDDING:

1 sleeping Bag OR 2 warm Blankets
1 or 2 Sheets
1 Pillow and cover

CLOTHING:

2 - 4 changes of Underwear
3 - 4 pairs oi Socks
2 pairs TroUsers, Slacks, or Dungarees
2 pairs of Shoes. Boots are also good

1 warm Jacket ,

1 Hat or Cap
1 pair Boots or Rubbers
3 - 4 Shirta or Blouses
1 pair of Pajamas
1 Sweater.or Sweatshirt
1 Raincoat
1 Plastic Bag for soiled clothing

TOILET ARTICLES (NECESSARY)

I Comb
1 Toothbrush ,
1 Tube Toothpaste
Soap and container

1 Washcloth
2 Towels

OTHER ARTICLES:

.Notebook and Paper
Pen and Pencils
Camera and Film
Field Glasses
Flashlight .

Fishing Tackle
Small.Mirror

NOT NEEDED: FOOD, GUM, CANDY, KNIVES, OR RADIOS OF ANY KIND.
NO ARCHERY EQUIPMENT OR B-B guns.

PLEASE LABEL OR MARK ALL ARTICLES

11
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CAMPER'S NAME =.
SAMPLE HEALTH FORM

NAME OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

BIRTH DATE

ADDRESS CITY

HOME PHONE PARENT(S) BUSINESS PHONE '

In case of emergency the family can be reached at home, except during the hours
between and , at which time the family can' be called using the
business phone above, or by calling

I understand that arrangements are going to be made with the
Hospital to care for my child, if such care is needed. / give my full permission
for the child to be taken there in case of emergency.

Signature of Parent or Guardian
CAMPER'S HEALTH HISTORY

Has your child ever had:

Hernia (rupture) When?
Appendicitis When?
Kidney Trouble When?
Rheumatic Fever When?
Heart Disease When?
Tonsilitis When?
Bone oi Joint,Trouble .When?

Is your child sutject to: (If yes, poease specify)

Ear, nose; and throat problems
Fainting Spells Cause
Poison Ivy, Oak, or Sumac,:

.

Frequent Headaches Cause
Convulsions or Seizures Cause
Asthma Attacks
Bed Wetting

Have you any special health suggestions?

my child is allergic to-

I:7 child last recel_ved a Tetanus shot on
If your child will be taking any prescribed medication at camp, please note:

I hereby.give permission for my child to be given Aspirin as deemed arpropriate
by school Personnel.

Signature'of Parent or Guardian ,

-



PERMISSION.SLIP-FORM-

I DO GIVE MY CHILD
DO NOT ( Pupil's Name)

in class, my Oermiesion to

(Teacher's Name)

participate in the RESIDENT OUTDOOR.

.(School)

EDUCATION PROGRNM from through 197..

LAKE PRIVILEGES --- (APPROVED) (DISAPPROVED)

HORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS --- (APPROVED) (DISAPPROVED)

(Signed)

Date

School



SAMPLE DAILY PROGRAM SCHEDULE

7:00 A.M. RISE and SHINE - CABIN CLEANUP

7:40 TABLE HOPPEBS TO KITCHEN

7:55 FLAG RAISING

8:00 BREAKFAST

9:00-10:45 FIRST CLASS PERIOD

10:45-12:00 SECOND CLASS PERIOD

12:15 P.M. TABLE HOPPERS REPORT

12:30 LUNCH

1:30-2:45 THIRD CLASS PERIOD

2:45-4:00 FOURTH CLASS PERIOD

4:00-5:45 FREE TIME - ACTIVITIES

6:00 DINNER

7:00 EVENING ACTIVITY PERIOD

8:00 4LL CAMP PROGRAM

9:30 LIGHTS OUT

14



CAMP RULES atict'REGULATIONS

1. Campers will remain within the boundaries of camp.

2. Boys and girls will remain within their own area unless

acconpanied by a counselor or teacher.

3. Campers will make their awn beds and help keep their cabins clean

and neat. There will be a daily inspection.

4. Campers should brush their teeth after breakfast and before going

to bed.

5. Campers should wash their hands and face and comb their hair,

before each meal.

6. Campers should shower every other day while at camp.

7. Campers will keep their clothes in order and dress for the

weather so they are warm and dry.

8. Illness should be reported to a teacher ipmediately.

9. Campers are not to mark or destroy property.

10. All canpers should be on time for all activities.

U. Shoes are to be worn at all times.

12. "Lights Out" neans quiet in the cabins. Campers should remain in

bed until the "wake-up" signal,is given.

- 13 -



DINING ROOM PROCEDURE
(family style feeding)

1. All hosts and hostesses report to dining hall 15-20 minutes before meals.

2. Responsnilities include setting of tables, act as hopper for food for
his or her table, removing food and dishes from table, wiping clean the
table, and sweeping up his area.

3. Before meals tables must be wiped off, proper setting of dishes (accord-
ing to model setting), and basic food such as bread, butter put on table.

. 4. Hoppers line up at kitchen dispersing area (window or door) with food
trays. Note- if student is quite smalL he or she may need help in carrying
food.

5. Students should enter dining hall and stand quietly behind their chair or
bench.

6. Hoppers piCk up food and bring it back.to their assigned table;'-

7. Either a grace, singing grace, or moment Of silence is appropriate at this
point.

8. Students sit down and food is served under student instructors of teadhers
guidance.

9. Any running for more food, etc. should be done by the hopper.

10. Dessert is usually held until general group is finished with'main dishes.

11. Cleanup is done under)general supervisor of dining room personnel. Typical
procedure is to return good food to revving area, separate garbage and
paPer, stack dishes on tray, take dishtrays to appropriate area, and
clean off table tops.

12. Cleanup may be done before students are excused or after. If done before,
this time is'often used as a time for announcements, clearances, mailtime,
song sessions, etc.

13. Students are excused.

14. Hoppers sweep and pick up around their table area and then proceed to neat
activity.



SAMPLE SCHOOL MENU,LIST

BREAKFAST

French Toast, Syrup
Pancakes, Syrup All Breakfasts include

Eggs-ScraMbled, Hash Browns,.Toast & Jelly juice or fruit, milk

Hot Cereal, Toist & Jelly cooa.
Cold Cereal, Coffee Cake

LUNCH

Chili, crackers., relishes (carrots, celery)
Soup- Sandwiches ( Cold Cuts)
Hot Dogs - Baked Beans
Sloppy Joe's, PotatO Chips
Tiah.Sandwich, Potato Salad
HaMburgers,lOtato Chips
Grilled Cheese Sandwiches,.Potato Chips

DINNER

Ham - Scalloped Potatoes
Roast Beef - Potatoes, gravy
Roast Pork - Potatoes, *gravy
Spaghetti, Tossed Salad, fresh bread
Macaroni & Cheese,. Salad
Chicken - Potatoes, gravy-
Fish Sticks, French Fries
Beef Stew
Chow Mein, Noodles, Rice
Noodle Casserole (Tuna,.Chicken, etc.)-

Cottage Cheese

17
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Lunches include
dessert and beverage.

Dinners include
vegetable, dessert,
and milk.



ACTIVITY SEIM SHEETS

Depending on the process that is used by the participating school system,

students may sign up for either all their study actilatiesl'gnd free rime activities

or perhaps only their free time activities. In the second case there are usually

specified subject units that all students participate in. Either system needs

to develop an approach to scheduling students into the activities. A typical

assignment/signup sheet might look like this;

Subject:

Students Name

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.
12.

13.

14.

Time:

Team No.

These sheets are compiled before rhe school group is scheduled to Come to the

outdoor education center. A good project for the classes to take on is to

develop a posting system that is put up at camp so each student can check where

he or she is supposed to be at a particular time ( even though they Usually

are given this information beforehand. ) One precaution should be noted in

reference to limitingrhe number of assigned students or signups in any one

activity., Small group activities lend themselves best to a group of ten to

fifteen.

s,



STORE SALES

Often, the resident facility that is used by a school outdoor education group

has some sort of a trading post or camp store. If it is used by the school

group there needs to be a system established for children to buy items without

carrying money on them.

Several approaches are noted below:

I. Writing a camp check. Money is deposited with the school or

teaching staff beforehand. Checks are drawn off this account.

This can be a very good.learning experience.

Check No.
Date
ayable to

For
ld Balance

This Check'
ew Balance

Check No. 19

Payable to the order of

II. Using a bank card. Same procedure for depositing money.

Team

ITEM BALANCE

Points to watch: -Check or bank card must be completely filled out each time.
-Balance sheet must show a balance at all tiMes.
-If a student does not haVe his bank card or check no
purchaae should be allowed. =-

-Limits should be placed on items such /la candy, soda pop, etc.

1 9



A WORD ABOUT LEADERSHIP

In the next few pages you will find a number of references to a variety of
leadership terms. _In order to more easily relate to these terms and give a firmer
grasp of leadership potential the following should be identified:

STUDENT INSTRUCTOR - This is a high school student (11-12 grade), normally from the
same school district, who works with groups under the close supervision of a teacher.
Because of the self-directive approach-in outdoor education, this type of leadership
is easily used. A teacher then can work with a number of student instructors thus
spreading his or her supervision over a larger number of students. The strongest
argument that can be used in favor of this type of structure is that the community
school is using their own natural resources - in terms of person power. In other
words - leadership developmene.in action.

INTERN OR EXTERN - This is a college age'student on a field work experience project
and assisned to the specific residvt unit. They usually serve for a 10 to 12 week
internship and are under Close supeWision -by the Director of the operation. Credit
is normally obtained from the sponsoring school, as well as receiving a modest
stiepend from the operation. A great resource and a functional way of developing a
working team.

RESOURCE PERSON - Usually refers to a community of school resource who comes on site
for a limited time to provide specific expertise in an area of study. Examples' in-
clude conservation Officers, 4-H staff, teachers, etc.

41-
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STuDENT INSTRUCTORS' RESPONSIBILITIES

1. Each Student Instructor is responsible for the students in his cabin Aniting.
the following times:

From reveille to breakfast, including clean up.
Horizontal Time (rest period)
After evening activitied, including preparation for

bed And lights out.
2. SI's should be generally aware of where their students are during meals,

recreational activities, free time, evening activities, and other sCheduled
activities.

3. The SI's in 'Charge of each activity will be responsible for the students
in his group. If for sone reason the activity should end early, the S.I.
is still zespondible untt.1 the next activity begins.

4. After lights out, SI's should make sure that students remain in cabins,
and thatatudents only be allowed to leave in cases of errgency or night
watch.

5. Have all students report all injuries and illness to your teacher/supernlior.

6. If you smoke, thisahould be done only it the designated area.

7. No alcoholic beverages or drugs are .allowed. t'

,

8. If you plan to lele camOgrounds (except for a scheduled activiy)-, notify
your teacher/supervisor.

9. Students shoul&never be left unsupervis6d, in cabins or activities.

10. Your participation and cooperation is greatly'appreciated.

11. If someone is injured or becomes ill during an activity, send a stndentto
.the teacher-supervisor for additional help.

12. If a discipline problem occurs, send a student Xo teacher/supervisor for
additional help.

13. Only the Program Director, or his designee, may cancel classes.

2 1
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STUDENT INSTRUCTOR

\CAMP CONTRACT
, agree to understaud, and accept the follawint

responsibilities for Team camp: s

'I. I will support in every possible way_our camp objectives:

- to understand and appreciate the out-of-doors through living

in an outdoor setting, observing and learning about man's effect

upon the natural world and the effect of the natural world upon

man, and by using the out-of-doors for learning

- to learn to work and live together cooperatively as a group

- to make new friends

- to encourage dialogue between students, and students and teachetz;

II. ,I will cooperate willingly and promptly in all camp activities

III. I will be responsible for own behavior which includes:

1. Being on time, properly dressed and equipped for
participation in all camp activities

2. Staying with my assigned group at all times

3. Following all schedules, rules and regulations

4. Making sure that everyone, student or adult, Is accepted sad
included in all camp activities

5. Doing all assigned chores, as well as extra requests, promptly
and willingly

6. Reporting all injuries, illnesses, and accidents 2romptly to
the camp staff, no matter how small they may seem.

7. Making meals a highlight of the day by using appropriate
dining hall etiquette

8.. Not going near cabins occupied by the opposite sex unless in
connection with a scheduled activity

9: Doing my best to make camp the best ever

2 2
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upderstem and acknowled
ge that it is my responsibility to know the full

meeoing I)! these terms and that any failure on my part to comply with the terms
of will resultthin c°4tract ,in appropriate action by the camp staff (Which

include being sent home frOm Camp).could

In Payment full co °Peration, Team will have the best school camp everfen
and our team will make

this year 'the best ever':

(stanatute)

2 3

(Signature) HR Date

6E7 (Date) .
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STUDENT EVALUATION.FORM

( Please be as honest as you can.with this evaluation: It is not used
to grade anyone but to help us"plan an'even better program in the future. ):

What fitudy unit( ) did you enjoy the,most

the leiSt

Please check the following items:

CLASSES

HOUSING

FOOD

FREE TUE ACTIVITIES

EVENING PROGRAMS

-Putting all the teachers togetner, how were they as a gioup?

Excellent Good kierage Fair Poor

Row were your student instructors?

What did you like best about your outdoor education experience?

What did you like the least?

Name Team

24
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SUGGESTED PARENT EVALUATION (ON SITE)

These questions are designed to assiot you in evaluating the Outdoor Education

program based upon your observations.

The questions have intentionally been structured to be broad in scope.

It is anticipated that you will frame your sPecific responses about.the program

around these questions and add at the end any additional comments you wish to make.

When you record your comments ( on the provided tape recorder ) to the questions,

kindly state your name and the number of the.question to which you are responding.

1. What specific evidence did you notice that indicated the.students

understood what they were doing?

2. From your observations, what evidence is there that the relationshi0

between student and teadher has improved?

3. Can you mention atjleast two events_you observed that would indicate the

students know/or dnderstand a new classmate better?

4. What evidence did you observe that would indicate the outdoor education

program was designed with the student's learning in mind?

5. From your observation here and at school would you discuss the issue

of your child being adequately prepared for this program?

6. From your observationwhat adtivity areas need improvement and what are
your specific suggestions?

7. Having observed the camp,site and its facilities, what additional activities

could be included in our program?

8. What are your overall impressions of the

a. Site
b. Staff
c. Student Instructors
d. Administrator and Coordinator
e. Specific field activities
f. Free time activities C.

Thanks for your help,

( A special thanks should be given for the use of this evaluation korm to

Nickolas Cerullo and 1.4e Houk of the Pelham Peblic Scheele, Pelham, N.Y. ).
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GROUP DYNAMICS AND LEADERSHIP

The nemt few pages,are basically designed-to give one a better understanding
of some of the elements of gronp dynamics and operation. There are many
applicable points which can be effectively used in the small group outdoor
education adtivity.

First, groups are normally-formed to,achieve a specific goal. The typical
self-diTected group in-outdoor education moves toward their goal at their awn
speed and with assistance of a teacher, student instructor, or assigned parent
leader.

Second, they operate at three levels. The indiVidual level,is built in
when the student signssup lor hiSCinterest troup. The task level is established
by the use of lesson plans And the-maintenance level is a responsibility of
both the group and the assistor.

Participation patterns are fairly self-explanatory with outdoor education
having a strong impetus in the =4ft-directional area, The same concept exists
in the material-centered philosophy Which'atates that the materials being used
are at the center with both the-tedCher and the child interacting to make the
best use of them. It gets away from the, one-directional approach.

Within the area of leadership one can look at the chart and quickly see
that the effective leader may move from authority.to freedom and badk again
toward the middle. Most leadership studies name as the three basic styles of
leadership as being autocratic, laisiez laire, and democratic. The balanced
leadership style that neds various degrees of freedom and authority is considered
to be essentially the best and is 'known as the democratic style. Looking at tfie
chart, then, there is a balance of telling, selling, testing, consulting,
and joining involved. It also means that a leader needs to be able to effectively .

gauge his group and make a decision about where fie should be operating. .This
may be difficult but in the end is the most satisfying and effective approach
for both the group and the leader.

2 6
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A :COLLECTION OF

INDIVIDUAS

A GROUP
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THE THREE LEGGED STOOL OF GROUP FUNCTION

Group Functions - Every group.operates on,three levels, although our,usual
experience and frame of reference, makes us aware of only one of these. These

leVels are:

A. Task Level: Every g..L-4, has some task confronting it,

and most groups In our experience exist primarily'for
carrying out a task. A task consists of whatelrer it
is that the group has been organized or designated to
do. Most groups in which we are involved are primarily
conscious of the tabk need, and seem to operate mainly
on this level*

B. -Maintenance Level: A group consists of a constantly
changing net-work of interactions and relatiOnShips
between persons. A group, therefore, has a growing
awareness-of itself as a group,-and it is faced with
the need, to maintain the interactions and relationships
within if in some genuine "working order" if the task

-

is to be accomplished. This is the morale factor in
groups.

C. Individual Need.- Meeting Level: Every group is com-
posed of individUals, each of whom.brings to the group
individual'needs which impinge upon the group and its-
task. These needs range from the desire for comfortable
chairs to the need to "show off". 'It is at this level
that we are most apt to be found wanting for individual
needs,are frequently screened behind the taSk drive of
the group and/or well developed behavior patterns. May
a group,.has floundered because the individual needs have
remained beneath the furfact.

As group operates in balance on these three levels, 'it shows itself
to be an efficient and mature group. AB one or more of these levels is
neglected, so its efficiency is impaired and IV; growth thwarted.
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STYLES OF LEADERSHIP

The three basic styles of leadership are:

1) The autocratic leader - This type of leader could also be called the dictatorial
or militaristic leader. He rules by force and strict control.

2) The laissez-faire leader - This leader is the exact opposite of the autocratic
leader. He exerts no control over the group with the mistaken feeling that the
group will like him better.

3) The democratic leader - Although this style of leader is often portrayed as
existing somewhere halfway between the other two styles of leader, this is not
exactly true. Instead, this leader is a culmination of the two other styles,
using control when necessary and yet allowing the group total freedom when the
situation calls for it. He maintains an even balance between the two styles
and lets the group make the necessary decisions for effective attainment of
goals as well as giving the necessary support and advice to.help them attain
that goal.

Characteristics of the three styles of leadership:

1) Autocratic -

a) Bullies the group into goal attainment.
b) Often uses the "big stick" method - Do it my way or else.
c) Group tends to be quite destructive when leader is not around.
d) Group has tendency to pick "scapegoat" who takes much abuse.

2) Laissez-faire -

a) Tries to be buddy-buddy with group.
b) Group tends to be chaotic in action.
c) Leader loses respect rather than gaining it.
d) Has the feeling that group happiness can only be achieved by allowing

complete freedom.

3) Democratic -

a) Able to control when necessary and yet allow fun when appropriate.
b) Maintains a relaxed style of leadership.
c) A slower process but greater group satisfaction and more effective

goal attainment.

d) Individuals in group grow more in terms of maturity and self-confidence.
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04etctives:

\ Involvc students in listening to and singing music using
techniques.

2. Tracing the history of the U.S. through folk music.

Basic materials: 1

1. Recordings of materiai from each unit.
2. A basic familiarity with music, song leading.
3. OR- and the best - access to one who can present the lesson plan

using instruments, etc.

AMER/CAN FOLK MUSIC

informal

I. Introdmtion - Importance of folk music in the life of people)(work, play,
relaxation, entertainnent, nessages, and causes -).

II. Songs of Tradition - Ballads and Breakdowns
Examples: Barbara Allen, The Cuckoo, Leather Britches, Farmers Curst

Lord Randal/
Wife,

III. Songs of FUn and Play

Examples: What'll We Do With The Baby-0, Skip To my Lou, Jennie Je:Ains,
Cindy, Cripple Creek

IV. Songs of Work

Example: Alouette, Go Down Old Hannah, Pick A Bale Of Cottan, Didn't Old
John, Michael, Row The Boat Ashore.

V. Songs of the Sea

Examples": Haul Away. Joe, Ruben .Ranzo, Shenandoah",. Rio Grande, What'll
We Do With a Drunken Sailor?

VI. Songs of the Westward Movement - Pioneers, Cowboys, Wagoneers, Railroaders
Examples.: Old Smokey; Erie Canal, John Henry, Casey Jones, Streets of

Laredo, Old Chisolm Trail, Old Paint, Nine Hundred Miles,
Wagoneer's Lad, Sweet Betsy From Pike;,,State Of Arkansas, Young
Man Who Wouldn't Hoe Corn.

V/I. Songs of War

Examples: Yankee Doodle (American Revolution), John Brown's'Body and
Goober Peas (Civil War), Mademiolselle From Armentieres (World
War I), Gee, But I Want. To Go Home (World War II), If You Love
Our Uncle Sam (Viet Nam).

VIII. Songs of Freedam.

Examples: Oh Mary, Don't_You Weep, Qh Freedom, Follow The Drinking Gourd,
Wade In the Water, Go Down Moses, We Shall Overcome, Aint Gonna
Let Nobody Turn Me Around.

IX. Songs of Children
Examples: Go Tell Aunt Rhody, All The Pretty

Baby, Leather Winged Bat, Frog Went-
In the Air.

3 3
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AWKICAN FOLK MUSIC (cont.)

X. Songs of Religion
Examples: Amazing Grace, Wayfaring Stranger, Poor Little Jesus, Saints Go

Marching In, Lonesone Valley.

XI. Songs of the Balladers - Woody Guthrie, Pete Seeger, Malvina.Beynolds,

Joe Hill, Bob Dylan
Examples: Pie In the Sky, This Land Is Your Land, Hard Traveling, 1913

Massacre, If I Had A Hammer, Turn, Turn, Turn, Little Boxeta,

Just A Little Bain, Blowing In The Wind, Times They Are A'

Changing.

XII. Songs of Today - Modern folk.
Examples: If I Were A Carpenter.Leaving on a Jet Plane, I'd Like to Teach

The World To Sing, I Believe In Mhsic, One Tin Soldier, Sounds

or Silence, Bridge Over Troubled Water, Today, City Of New
Orleans, Me And Bobby McGee.

Closing note: The above list Is only a suggested nuilber of song possibilities.
American folk music has such a rich and numerous selection that this is only

scratching the surface.



tAMEHA HIKE

Purpose: to gain practice in artistic and technical photographic methods in a
natural setting.

Major considerations in taking a picture:

1)

A. Technical:

focus: ia the effect heightened by having the center of interest in exact
focus and the background blurred?

Should the entire:picture be in perfect foci's?'

Can-you create a sense of motion by a slight blurring of the entire
photo? by part of the photo?

Depth of field: know the range of an object from your lens which
.will be in focus for a particular lens 'opening (f-Btop). When the
lens is set for higher f-stops (When the amount of light going
through the lens is less) the focus range will be greater than for
the lower f-stop settings.

lighting: exposure controlled for effect
hand-held sheets of light cardboard can work as fill-in
floodlights when they are aimed so as to reflect the sun
there may be a tendency to under-expose dark objects being
photographed in a very bright surrounding.

shutter

speed: freeze action with high shuiter speed Battings, blur action with
lower shutter speed. If your canera is of fixed shutter &peed, you
can freeze motion by panning the camera at the same speed as the
object being photographed.

Esthetic or artistic:
--

composition: USE THE VIEWFINDER!
-

ratio of sky to landscape?

arrangenent of objects so desired effect is obtained

texture: contrasting rough wood against smooth stone?
Indian corn against a pumpkin?

color: fall leaves against blue sky or dark moss
if using blackand white, create a mood ia tones of_grey
or strong black white contrast?

converging (coming together): railroad tracks at a distance?
diverging (going apart):'sun rays filtering through fall trees?
parallel: old siding boards on a weathered barn?

concentric circles formed by a stone in a pond?
irregular: wavy lines in stones? ripple marks in water?



NATURE ARTS and CRAFTS

PINE CONES - Can be used for the making of ornamenV&, animal-like creatures, mobiles,

dolls and collages. All one needs is cones, glue, paint, and

miscellaneous bits and pieces.

CLAY PLAQUES - Collect clay, roll out, press leaf or other object On clay, remove;

with popsickle stick etch design in clay.

SAND PAINTING - Sand should be clean4Aye sand with all-purpose Aye or tempera

paints. Dry sand in sun. 'kDraw picture you want td design, outline

with Elmer's glue (oae,color area at a time). Sprinkle on colored

sand. Shake off excess. 4.

\MUSHROOM ROBE PRINT/NG - Spread thin coat of 1/2 mucilage, 1/2 water mixture

.
on cardboard, Cut stem off a matureepen mushroom. Place cap on

cardboard and leave for. 24 hours. Let dry.

NATURE COLLAGES - Collect weeds, flower
on cardboard, on wood, et
Elmer's glue to hold an

c., on:field trip. Design in vase,

Use tempera paint for adding colorp,

44,

Alternative is to develop pattern collage on cardboard or

heavy construction p er. Cover with tissue paper. Use bug sprayer

filled with ulxture of glycerine and water on plaque. Let dry.

LEAF PR/NTI a composition. Pour paint on magazine or in pan. Run brayer

iu patat. Apply to one side of leaf or weed (on newspaper). Place

inked'or paint wide down-on piper. Place another piece of paper on

leaf. Go over with a clean brayer.

ACORN PEOPLE - Acorns can be made into a variety of pixies, animals, etc. The

acorn cap is also useful for hats. Make on bases, as lapel pins,

etc. One needs acorns, felt markers, tempera paint plus any

adaitional items - cloth, leaves, pine needles, cotton, bark; seeds,

feathers - as suits one's fancy.

36



If you are experienced, adapt
BUT ALWAYS - - OBSERVE SAFETY

MATERIALS:

SAND CAST CANDLES

these steps, as you wish.
RULES:

SUPERVISE. . .

a CAREFUL OF HEAT SOURCE and HOT WAX
KEEP BAIR OUT OF THE WAY.

. .

Crayola crayon ends or candle color; old candles or wax or paraffiti; shells or
pebbles to insert in wax, if wanted.
Something to dig-candle out of sand: stick, spoon, etc.
Heat soutce: charcoal, grill, or hot plate; wicks; matches; lighter fluid;
smaller cans, coffee cans, cir old pan; water.
Hot pads to remove smaller can of melted wax ftom coffee can.
Newspapers; shovel; ,

Thermometers (candy-thermometer) - can be optional

PROCESS:

1. Prefiare heat source. If grills, ch'arcoal, lighter fluid, matches.
2. When heat source-is ready, place coffee cans 1/8 full of water on grill.
3. CAUTION: Have water handy at side to douac on, in case of fire. '

4. Insert smaller can half full of wax into boiling water.
5. Information on temperature of paraffin:

(e) At 180°F on candy thermometer, a#4.the crayon color
gcents br glitter, if desired) to paraffin.

(b)' With papaffin at 2100 F, i-thin crust will result on
the outside of the finished candle.

(c) At 2500 F, there 411.be a thick crust n. outside of candle.
6. When the wax is at the maximum temperature you wi h (just before

pouring into mold), FOR COLOR, add and melt th colored crayons.
7. Size of the sn le: It's best, if it's small, bnt it can be up to

the size of a quartjam ( a lot of paraffin will be used that
way though).

8. Dig hole in sand the shape of candle desired.
9. put one end of wick in bottom of mold, sticking it into sand and

attach other end to stick, being sure it's centered.

Alternate method of placing wick: Tie wick to stick and dangle
oi/er hole with tiny stone on bottom of wick for weight, being
sure it's ce ered.

STICK

10. Pour in wax. Let harden.

STONE

Remove candle.

37
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TIE - DYING

Purpose: To introduce students to a craft that traces its rrigins back

to Indian and Pioneer skills.

;A Materials: Dyes - either Rit or one of the newer cold water dyes.
Rubber bande
Rubber gloves
Several large pots
Squeeze bottles
Material to be dyed - t shirts, tank tops, etc.

Procedure: -Take t shirt or material and tie a.variety of kaots in it,

using the rubberbands to hold them tLght. Some examples of

knots include the following:

Roll and
Tie '

Fold garment
and tie

Tie
Continuous
Knots

-Add dye to bottles. If hot type - keep hot until ready to

t use.

- Add 3 to 4 drops to each knot. Work in well with.fingers.
Remember to use rtibber glovei unless one likes tie-dyed
fingers.

- Drop shirt in large pot of dye." Submerge and simmer for about

30 minutes.

- Rinse under cool.running water-till residue is cleat. Aintie.

Re-rinse.

-Dry garment.

Note: Any number of kinds of knots, folds, and patterns can be developed.

One only need use his or her imagination. In tie-dyeing there's

just no such 'beast' as a mistake. Each pattern is unique in itself.

An alternative: Natukal dyes froM berries,,etc. pay also be used. Most

crafts books give procedures on how to make these dyes.
This procedure does, however, take considerably more
time and patience since one must start from scratch.
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WEAVING

One of the oldest skills is weaving. Forms of weaving were used in making
cloth, mats, rugs, and baskets. Weaving of some type probably was in use
as far back as primitive man. The American Indian and later the pioneers
refined the skills down to a precieeness that rivals the modern techniques
in terms of beauty and symmetry.

Purpose: To familiarize students with various methods of weaving using natural
materials and several types of primitive looms.

Materials needed: -Natural materials need to be collected such as grasses,
straw, reeds, rushes, cat-tails, willow branches, iris-
like leaves, etc.

-Heavy cord to be used in warp; nice to have several colors.
- ilooden pegs (10 to 12 about 6" long.)
- Wooden dowels (1/2') 2 1/2 to 3 feet in length.
-Nails (3 to 4")

Procedures: Prepare materials such as grasses, reeds, cat-tails, etc. by ,

drying for several days. This could be done earlier on a
collection hike or providing the materials to the students.

Other materials such as willow branches-and straw need to be
soaked in order to be flexible and workable.

Start with easiest types of weavinK first. Work up to more
complicated forms, using looms etc. as skills improye.

Along with the use of cciored warp threads, tempera colors can
be used to highlight projects.

3 9
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1E4yaw- (cont.)

Some forms of weaving:

I. Free Weaving'( Weaving without the use of a loom.)

a

Simple over and under weave - good
using iris leavee, cat-tail leaves, etc.

II. A Simple Loom

III. 11nother Simple Loom - Indian type

Moveable warp

Lash

Nails

Wooden base

Weave in and out - Willow
branches work well on this.

Weave in and out of
warp. Use frame.

Rope
Dowel

-- Warp cords
Posts

Move warp up and down, Inserting material over and undet,otationary
warp cords. Stationary Moveable.

4 0
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ToPic: CIEQUAIN

Description:

GUAGE ARTS

A five /tine poem Of only'.eleven words, utilizing

phrafs, clauses*or single words

State tLe s6bject.(one word)
Descrtbes the.Subject. (two words)
*Action of the:subject.(threemOrds preferably)
Expredsed in eitherthe past or present
Action continues (four words)

Form: First line -
Second line -
Third line -

Fourth line-
Fifth line -

Sample:

Author's feelings about the subject in one
desCriptive word.

Willow
Fepthery brannes

Drooping, swaying, dancir4
.Playing in the breeze

Relaxed



BA=

If you have ever observed anything with.a sense of wOnder....if you have
ever reacted to anYthlng with foeling..., and if you know howto
you can write haiku.

The haiku is a form of verse invented in Japan centuries ago. It contains

three nonrhyming lines. The three lines can have only 17 syllables - 5 in the
first line, 7 in the second, and 5 in the third.

The magic of good hniku lies in thevower of.suggestion. .The impact'is
like that of a pebble tossed into-a pool. The poet' portrays a moment of vivid

perception. As you read.the pnem, it ripples across your'imagination,.expanding
and deVeloping as you sense aaeshare the experience of the poet.

When writing halku,"you should try to make full use of this power of
suggestion. Look for meaningful and vivid detailal that portray poi= subject.
The words you choose will suggest how you feel about the subject. .

Read the following haiku, mostly written by students; then try yoUr hand....

What a pretty kite
The beggar's children are flying
High Above their hut.

The cemetery
Wind hurls the spirits about;
All dead, dry leaves.

The wintry wind blows
Like an icy finger raised
To give a command.

Fish lie lazily
In their still home waters
Basking in shadow.

Faoc ball. from the mound
Connects and blots out the sun
Leaving darkness here.



SKITS - INFoemAL DRAMATICS

Skits can either' be the greatest thing since "sliced bread" or the
worst thing ever. Too often, skits are much'like the old saying "Stop
ne if you've heard this" and you have - at least 200 times before. Good,
creative skits add much to the spirit of a resident outdoor group.

TIMES and PLACES TO USE SKITS:

- During Meals
- Campfires
- Skit Night
- Songfest"

- PreSentations Of Awards
- Flag taisings or lawerings
- Most group gatherings

SUBJECTS for SKITS

-7 - Rules and regulations (done in a humorous way in a skit, they
really get- the point across)

- Ongoing experiences (Sad, happy, etc.)
- About the Staff
- About the Kids
ForMal skits (Books abound with e:ixamples)
Parodies on TV, movies, etc.(,A natural for Outdoor Education -

Alaah - MY name is Euell Gibbons)
- If need be, some of the better of the standard skits. (Please

be selective. Remember, evei our environment is suffering
from over-use.)

- Descriptive study assignments (Example: Using a Commentator and-
selected "actors" and "actresses", show how a carnivorous
plant, Le..Venus Fly Trap, catches insects)

Be creative - - Brainstorm - - Think about the great or funny or sad things
that have happened recently - Get your ideas on paper - Make sure everyone
knows their assignments 4. All props, etc.'gotten before hand.

: Practice (Doesn!_t_need to_beLperfect-but- some -work-needs- to be done ontiming, etc.)

4 4
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Activity

ACTIVITY REPORT

Time . Day

Group ResoUrce Person

Write a report noting activity, what was interesting, things learned', etc.

Name

4 5
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OBJECTIVES:

VOCABULARY:

METHOD:

IIARMFUL and HELPFUL PLANTS

To identify.plants that are useful or dangerous to nan.

Harmful - means deagerous to touch or if eaten
Beneficial,- means,can be used for food

Field trip with instructor. Identify and draw sketch of plants,
making notes-on distinguishing characteristics.
(Optional: Prepare and eat plants in the field.)

mil vim

HARMFUL:

Poison Ivy Nettles (Stinging Nettle)

Poison Sumac

Queen Anne's Lace

BENEFICIAL:

Cat Tail

2L-`17

Fungi

Chicory

Dandelion .Golden Rod-

Milkweed Wild Rose

Acorns Day or Tiger Lilies

Mountain Ash 'Wild Asparagus

Violets Plantain

47
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GRAVEL PIT

1. Clue studenta into glacial terrain as they approach pit.

2. At pit

a. -Define Moraine

b. -iticuss particle sizes you'd expect to find in pit.

c. Examine face of pit - observe any layering or sorting if visible.

d. Discuss haw water velocity sorts particles by size: Fast water
moves large particles whereas-slowly moving water dumps fine
particles. Look for examples of sorting in the face of the dune.

e. Set up base line on a piece of graph paper. Have a student pace
off 10 steps and place a pile of rocks every 10 steps. Decide on a
scale on the graph paper; i.e. each square - 5 paces.... Have student
pace from rock pile to edge of pit. Put a quirk on graph paper so a
profile of the edge of the pit can be mapped.

3. of paces to edge
rock line

base line

(Aeriel view).

f. Assign 5 kids to each 10 pace area and have them determine the'
size, kind, shape (round, smooth, angular) etc. of-rocks and
material in each area. On a separate sheet have them draw in the
kinds of material found in each 10 pace segment. Put pictures
together in a composite.-

g. Examine area for fossils as they hunt through debris for rype, shape,
ete. of material.

h. Find area where sandstone formed anA where granite has been
weathered (broken down)

i. Test soil pH on top and down in .pit for pH and leaching (HCL - if
fizzes, calcium present, If no fizz tpen_calcium leached out.)

48
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H W T 0 r, A T A mu

PLACING SEEDLINGS AT PROPER DEPTH

INCORRECT
The root is curled up.
This prevents proper
growth. Tree will die.

INCORRECT
The roots are exposed
to air.

OP

aRRECT:
PlaCe it in the'hole
at the sane depth
it was'growing.

PLANTING WITH A MATTOCK OR SHOVEL

Plunge mattock
straight into ground.
Lift handle and pull.

4.

2.

Place seedling along
straight edge at
correct depth.

PaCk the freshly
tnrned soil down
-with firm stamp
of.heel.

4 9
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LET'S PLAY WEATHER MAN

This diagram shows what goes on in the atmosphere. Witer evaporates into

water vapor, gathers into-a cloud, condenses, and falls as precipitation.

'This precipitation:finds its may back to a body of water and evaporates

again, completing the cycle.

//\

WATER F/LLS PO

THE WAT7R CYCLE

TER

WATER EVAPORATES
AND FORMS CLODDS

TABLE

5L-L.,

Here is a game using words that all Weather Man must know. Beside each word-

in the first column write the Number_of the word in the second column which

tells what the word means.
1.

Meteorology 1.

Temperature

Thermometer 3.

Precipitation 4.

Clouds 5.

,Fog 6.

Snow 7.

Wind 8.

Humidity 9.

Evaporation 10.

Condensation 11.

DroUght 12.

is a way of expressing heat and cold.

is air in motion.

is cryatals of frozen'water,vapor.

are made up of drops of water or bits of ice.

. .

is an unusually long dri period.

is the change of water vapor to a liquid.

is the amount of water vapor in the air.

is a cloud near the. ground.

is any type of moisture that falls to.the ground

is the study of the weather.

is an instrumant for measuring temperature.

is the change of water to a vapor.
.
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BEAUFORT SCALE

An English admiral named Beaufort devised a scale like,this in 1805. An
adaption of the Beaufort scale is used. by the U.S. Weather Bureau.

BEAUFORT
NUMBER

LAND DESCRIPTION WIND SPEED
MILES PER HOUR

U.S.

WEATHER TEPM;

Smoke rises stral ht
1

2

3

5

7

8
9 Larger branches break

off trees.
10 Small datage to buildings,

loose slate and cement-
knocked off buildings.

11 Trees uprooted.
12 Considerable damage

-to-buildi

Smoke .drifts:
Wind vanes do not move.
Wind felt on face.'
Wind vanes move..
Leaves rustle.
Leaves'and-twiga move.-
Flags wave slightly.
Dust and bits of paper
blow aboUt.
'Small branches move.
Small trees Sway.
White waves on-lakes
and onds.
Large branches move.
Umbrelles hard to use.
Wholettees away.
Walking against wind
is difficult.
Twi s break off treea

Less than 1 calm

1-2

3-8 light.

9-14 gentle

15-20 moderate

21-25

31

32-37 Strong

38-43
44-49

50-54.

55-60

gale

61-66

13 Widespread damage.
14 .Rarely'experienced.

Reaching hurriCane
, speeds.

67-71

72-77

whole gale

hurricane
approaching

-53-
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FOREST CENSUS

. , ,, -

A census is quite often used to count the number of persons or animals
in an area. /nstead of the number .ofanimals in a'designated area we will be
concerned about a census'of the 'kinds of animalscommon to the forest.

/n order te identify the animals you may use one or more of the follow-
ing techniques:

1. Sighting the 'actual animal - details
4 be part of the proof.
2. Tracks - Sketches should be made.

. 3. Nesting or living area identified.'
4. Droppings - i.e., deer

Materials needed:

or collecting must

Sketch or note pad
Penals (both cOIored and regular)
Small plastic bags

'Plastid-Containers for small animal specimans
Golden Press guides

gere's some of the animals one might findin the forefit community.

Frogs,
, Toads

Common Tree Frog American Toad
Spring Peewee FowleesToad
Wood Frog

, SpadefOot Toad

Snakes'
Green Snake
Hogrmosed Snake

Red shouldered Hawk
Wood Peewee
Osprey
Hairy Woodpecker

Herbivores
White,-tailed deer
Chipmunk
Deer Mouse
Jumping Nouse
Red Squirrel
.Woodchuck

Lizards
Fence Lizard
Fived-lined Skink

Birds

Downy Woodpecker
CrestedTlycatcher
Chickadee

,

Wood Thrush:

Mammals

Insectivores
Common mole
._Star -nosed mole

Common shrew
. Short -tailed'shrew

Brown Bat

5 3
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Salamanders
Red -backed Salamander.

Jefferson Salamander
Spotted Salamander

TUrtles
Box Turtle
Wood Turtle

Tufted Titmouse
Yellow throated Vireo
Hooded Warbler
Ruffled-Grouse

Carnivores
Raccoon
Bobcat
Opposum
Striped Skunk
Rad Fox
Weasel



TRACK CASTING

MATERIALS: plaeter of Paris, Bowl to mix in, spoon or stick, cardboard,
Taper clip, tempura paint, paintbrush.

If you are curioua, like to create things, and are a collect6r at heart,

then track casting is foryou. Actual tracks rarely have perfectdetail.

Eabiest to cast are those in,mud,or clay;.most difficult, in snow and dry

sand. Best places to look are on trails along stream banks, and in woods

'after a rain:

PROCEDURE:

Step 1. After finding track, carefully brush away twigs, small stones,-

and excess dirt found in its immediate vicinity.

Step 2. Use cardboard strip 1 1/2'! wide to surround track. Fasten strip

with paper clip.to form d'dam. Push doWn lightly into dirt.'

Step 3. Mix plaster of.Paris to Consistency of thick creamput plaster

into water, not water into plaster). Pour slowly over traCk. = .

Step 4. After plaster hardens, 30 minutes, liftout,.peel cardboard Away.

You.now have a ,track cast. If you want a traCk print,,see

Step 5; if not, see Step 9.

Step 5. Cover track east with a layer of.grease.

Step 6. °Use a cardboard strip about'rwide to surround the cast Fasten

strip with paper:clip.

Step 7. Mix and'pour plaster into the cardboard pool.

Step 8. After plaster hardens, pea cardboard away and lift trick print.

away.

Step 9. For added attractiveness, paint around the cast or the print to

show off the detail of the print.

5 4
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.ROTTING LOG SyDY (MICRO COMMUN/TY)

I. What stage, of decay is the rotting log in?
Underline one: A. Standing B. i,:ewly falien C. Rotten inside;

hard outside
D. Completely rotten

II. Does the log look demi? Why?

Describe,any "bugs" living in or on the log; Collect samples ofeach
for later identification.

rv. Was the bark still attached?

V. Any evidence of small reptiles, mammals or birds living in the tree?
.Describe,,and if possible, collect specimens.

VI. Are there any fungi living on the tree? Collect, if present, for
identification.

VII. Compare another dead log of the sametype at a different stage. .Use
the same steps (I.- VI). Make same assumptions about the succession .

of decay in a log. (texture of wood, plant and animal life, etc.)

55
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TRAIL TRICKS
(the well-timed question to expand the powers of observation)

ALONG MOST ANY TRAIL:

OBSERVATION DISCUSSION

Soil erosion and profiles where
freshly cut

GrOund:Cover

What causes erosion?
How do we control it?
How is erosion controlled naturally?

Why is it different in different places?
What's in it? How deep?.
What hal.pens if it is disturbed?

Evidence of litterbugs Effect on our woods, parks, etc.
What can we do?

Trees with holes for wildlife Any evidence of Who's been.using the hole?
What value are these creatures?

Trees with wire through their trunks How long has the wire been there?
Why is the wire there?'
Why was the bark cut?

Trees damaged by fire

Sink -holes off the trail

Levelness of ridge trails

Sun

Woodpecker holes

Water speed

Fossils

56 -

What'type of fire? new or old?
What has happened to the tree as 4 result?

How did it happen?
.What does it tell aliout the rock?
Any trees in the sunken area?
Which came first, sink or tree?

4

What is a contour?
How high are you?

Which direction are you walking?
Does the closenes4 of the trees in the

wOods have a bearing on the kind of.
smaller plants?

What difference does the angle of the sun
make?

How can you-tell different-birds made
different holes?-x

What can you tell about.the kind of wood?
Is it an old hole or a fresh one?

Where are materials being maVed?
Any signs-Of high water level?
Where was soil washed away?
Where deposited?
What size rocks were moved?

What differentfossils can you find?
Many the same,or. juste fev?
How does this date the area?
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LAKE STUDY

Purpose: To do a biological, physical, and topographical study of a lake.

Materials: Secchi disk and line, depth finders, outline map of lake,
plankton net, dip nets, thermometers, seine, sample bottles.

Procedures: A. Use depth finders to find depths along assigned line and
record on your outline map. Choose 3 different areas of
the lake for'sampling and label those areas on yOUr map.

B. Determine and record the turbidity of the lake by using a
secchi disk.

C. Take samples of plankton near water curface and at bottom.
Collect in sample bottles and examine on shore. Record
approximate depth where sample was taken.

D. Measure surface temperature. Can you measure bottom
temperature?

. Collect water samples. Examine latter to determine
1. pH
2. pollutants 'present

F. Note plant type and estimate percent of total population.

G. Map perimeter of lake, indicating shoreline vegetation
( swampy, pine trees, etc. )

H.- Sample the fish population using a seine.

I. Do you see evidence of eutrophication? If so, list the
evidence.

_
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LAU STUDY LOCATIONS

Turbidity

Typea of plank-
ton top (esti-
mate populatJon)

Surface temp.

Pollutants

Chlorides

Sulfides

Ammonia

Phosphates

pH

Plant Life

. Evidence of
Eutrophication

1 1,11
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STAMP STOWE

Purpose: To have students experience throuab sensory swaremess the
uniqueness of a wasp. Mao to have them do a survey of
plant and animal life as directly related to tbe physical
characteristics of the swamp. ( i.e., eater, soil )

Materials: Plastic collection bottles of various sizes
pH kit
Long handled *trainers
Magnifying glasses
Copies of Golden Press"Pond Life".
Aquarium tank,
Thermometers

Procedure: 1) Arriving at the swamp, give a short lotroduction on the
uniqueness of a swamp, inclueng talking about the variety of
plant and an(mal life. (Generalities only - don't identify.)

2) Using sensory awaroness techniques -
Mime students scoop the mud from swamp bottom - flow does it
feel? Have them shAtIl it. Note comments and ask why it
haa that "rotten elm" odor.

Have students remain quiet for several minutes and atk thca
about .the sounds they heard. Especially effectiee in the

, spring with spring peepers, etc.

Get visual impressions from students About Abundance of
growth, color, animals, etc. Relate it to the riehness
of soil, etc.

3)
T

Collect exanples of various "zones" of plants for further
ptudy:

a) Submerged.
b) Floating-- both free and fixed
c) .Emergent

Using seines collect variety of insects, anisels (such as
tadpoles) and transfer to pla tic jars. Remember to vent

, tops. Seine out bottom mud for possible specimens.

5) Test pH of Swamp. Record and have students relate it to
other findings.

6) Check teuperature of bottom and top of swamp. Rcord..

7) Upon return transfer iteus to an aquarium for further
obaervation and study.

5 9



Using
our
Senses

Plant
zones
present

Animal
Life
present

Insects
Other
Animals

PH

Temperature

General'c'
Observotions
ebout
the
Swamp

SWAMP STUDY WORK OUTLINE

1. Our eyes 2. Our nose

2. Our touch 3. Our, eare

Sketch the variety of plante

Sjcetch the 'varieties



FREEING THE BIOS

Dictate the letters'in the chart so that each player can record
them in similar positions in a diagram on his paper: .

Directions are then given asfollows: 'If you were aiird bander,
you might find in your trap birds whose names are hidden here. You.can
find these names by 'starting with any letter and roving to any adjoining
letter tn ary direction (up, down, across, or diagonally) to spell a
bird's nate. NO hex may be skipped, bUt a letter may-be repeated as
often as needed.

Answers: robin, towhee, peewee, whippoorwill, ovenbird,
catbird, blackbird, oriole, lark coot cardinal, owl,
goose, crow, cuckoo, phoebe, loon, tell, cockatoo, willet,
poorwill, hen, bell bird.
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A. TREE QU/Zi

1. What tree remains after a fire? (Ash)

2. What trees are part of your face? (Tulips)

3. What tree is wellsroomed? (Spruce)

4. What tree is used:by fortune tellers? (Palm)

5. What tree has given a nickname to a famous American General? (HiCkory)

1-45..._What tree has the same name as an officer of a church? (Elder)

7. What tree wastes away in grief?, (Pine)

8. What tree sounds like a personal pronoun? (Yew)

9. What tiees stick together? (Gum)

10. What.trees wear an animal's coat? (Fir)'-

11. What tree provides a place tosvim? (Beedh)

12. What tree has the loudest bark? (Dogwood)

13. What tree has a cat in it? (Catalpa)

14. What tree has an ear in it? (Pear)

15. What tree is best liked? (Poplar)

A NUT QUIZ

1. What nut is a.nickmane given to a President? (Hickory)

2. What nut is the color of an eye? (Hazel)

3. Where do we like to go on a hot daY? (Beedh)

4. What nut is a trunk or a box? (Chestnut)

5. What nut is a"popular winter, beverage? (Coconut)

6. What nut is a spring vegetable? (Peanut)

7. What nut is a South American CountrY? (Brazil)

e'8. What nut is a-penalty for wearing tight shoes? (A-corn)

9. What nut is a barrier? (Walnut)

10. What nut is made out of cream? (Butternut)

6 2
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CONSERVATION TREASURE HUNT

InstruCtions:

1. Do not climb trees, enter water, or take other risks.

2. Do not go beyond the boundary limits.

3. Return to the starting place at the sound of the horn or whistle.

4. Do not destroy trees, shrubs, flowers Or active bird nests.

* * * * * * * ,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

1. Bring back a leaf from a plant which.normally grows in water, and one
which grows op high, well-drained land.:

2. Wild birds'and other animals eat many kInds of foods. Identify and bring
back two foods used by birds and/or animals.

3. One small animal found in our state cannot run or gallop since it has but
one foot. It is also interesting because it carries ite home on its back.
Find this animal.

4. One little animal common to our state is a friend of the farmer and fisher-
man. This legless creature feeds on earth, decaying material and leaves
of plants. Find him.

5. A plant common to our state is considered a troublesome weed by some
persons, especially when it is growing in a lawn. Bring back a golden
flower-head orleaf of this particular plant.

6. Some wileLplants provide food for man. Bring back ihe leaves of two
wild plants producing food for man.

7. Seeds of plants are adapted from being mead by various neans. Bring
back a seed which is carried by the wind and one which IA spread by animals.

,

8. Galls are bumps on-leaves and.are homes-of certain insect larvae. Iklidi'
gall-making insect makes it's own type of gall on certain species of plants.
Can you find a gall?

t

9. Bring back an animl other than those mention 111 f.r: 3 or

10. Mushrooms and other fungi do not contain wen)colOring
, -)

-

and thus they.cannot make their own food.' fitin&lack a
chlorophyll.,

11. Bring back some moss.

ns

4 above.

matter, (Chlorophyll),
Sant having no

12. Ferns usually grow in shade created by woods. Bringlmek a frond (leaf) .

from a poplar Jtree.
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NATURE SCAVENGER HUNT

Find and bring back objects in nature the names of which begin

with each letter of the alphabet.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

M.

I.

J.

K.

L.

M.

N.

0 .

P.

Q.

R.

S.-

T.

U.

V.

W.

x.

Y.

Z. 6 4
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NATURE SCAVENGER HUNT

1. One wild flower. Calor Number of Petals

2. One pine cane. Number of prongs

3. One piece of grass over 15" long. Describe the location where you

found it.

4. A group of pine needles with two,needles in, a group. What is the

species of this tree?

5. One piece of litter.' Who do you think dropped it and why?'

6. One cup of lake water. List three_passiblepollutants that might be.

present.

7. A piece of rusiy metal. What caused:the rust?

8. A staghorn sumac leaf.

9. An oak leaf.. Describe the,soil the oak-is living in.

10. One edible plant. How would you fix4t to eat?

11. One insect. (3 pairs,Of legs, 3 bodi parts) Commoripame

12. The beginning of a food chain.

x.
13. A living or once-411ving object, yellow in colcr.

14. One dandelion root. Describe the root.-

15. A stone with red in it.
<

6 5
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VANN& GAMS

There are the names of twenty mammals hidden in the word box. Start wtth
any letter and try to spell out the full name of a mammal. YOu can move in
any directida - up, down; crosswise or diagionally, but without skippiag .

a square. However, you may repeat the same letter more ihan once, if necesdary:

Answers: Lynx, fox, mouse, moose, elk, whale, shrew, rat bat, cat; beaver,
deer, sheep, rabbit, badger, dog, hare, goat, seal.

B.

T-

7.

'6.6



1. ACKBL RYRECH

a

2. DRE LEPAM

3. KIRCIIY0

4. mowrw

\-7 5. MLE

6. IMRROBE

7. AP,SSLASSRA

B. NOODWOTTOC

9. IWTHE KOA

10. EDR AOK

,

SCRAMBLED TREES

0,0

many in my bark --
And droppin8 frUit-clusteta aremy mark.

,

Suntiner, fa] 1, winter, and spring,
A touch Of`vfed,I ali'my; bring.

If you knoll me not: I'll-give you if clue;
,Delicious. nuts, and compound leaves, too.

Where ehz spring isseeping
You'll 'fifid me 'seeping.

Like a vag'gt.. sunner bregse;
I am often., toren by-disease.

Many wingSd seeds have I
rou'll see them as you gO by.

.My leaves have three.shapes .arld one 90 like, a mitten,
I smelland taste so good when-b,itten.

I have a iletiDif stalk that shakes in the breeze,
An4,sometimes in spring, I'll make you sneeze.

.-good for -squirrels I'bring in the fall,
But people,don't like my 'flavor at all.

Just like my cousin in number nine,
But tointed, not rounded, leaves are mine.

6 7
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DROP-OPP HIKE

Purpose: Using xap, compass and wits, return to camp from an unknown point
2 to 5 miles away.

Method: Hikeri will be blindfolded, bussed to sone drop-off point,
unblindfolded (?), given asap and compass for every two or

three hikers with the object to return to the camp ground within
iwo hours.

When you first get off the bus, orient yourself with respect tl
the nap.

Determine north LAng,the compaSs.
Note features near you,- trY to fie similar features .

on the map (ceMetery? rallroad.tradk? higirway?
school?)

RETURN To CANP BY ROADS ONLY!!!! This is for two reasons:

a) if you get lost you're easier to find

b) ,certain local property owners'will prosecute CT
injure trespassers

Discuss your route back among yourselves rationally.
Don't waste time, energ7 end friendships by arguing.

STAY TOGETHER:: If disagreements aiise as to route, opposin views should
be presented, a vote taken, majority rules. Everybody goes
the route selected. This may be the only elecuion takea which
will probably not-be a 'personality' contest.

The adult in attendance will offer no advice or assistance except in
emergency situations.

coop LUCK!!!!

UskAAX,

6 9
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FRISBEE
\

This activity is designed to enable the student to observe and investigate
some of the properties of aerodynamics inv,olved in Frisbee flight. Flight
depends on balanced and unbalanced air forces.

These are the situations that can result:

The forces may becom Ite balanced in two ways.:

Forces balanced, Frisbee flies
straight

Forces unba ced, Frisbee drops

Forces unbalanced, Frisbee rises

Forces unbalances, Frisbee Ilies left

Forces. unbalanced, Frisbee flies right

1. Tilting the Frisbee in the direction you want it to fly will result
in increased pressure.

TILT RIGHT

CURVES RIGHT

2. Wind iorces cause increased air pressure which results in the Frisbee
moving in the direction of the wind.

TTLT LEFT

CURVES LEFT

WIND FROM
LEFT

CURVES RIGHT

W/ND

rK

7 0

VINO FROM RIGHT
CURVES LEFT

WIND



Requirements for Frisbee classifications:

FIRST DEGREE BROWN RAT

initials 1. From a distance of 30 feet, throw a Frisbee to a
of

in7tructor stationary partner so it:

a, curves right

b. curves left

c. curves up

d. curves down

SECOND DEGREE BROWN EAT

1. From a distance of 60 feet throw a Frisbee to a

stationary partner so it:

a. Curves right

b. curves left

c. curves ui

d. curves down

2. From a distance of 30 feet:

a. catch a Frishee with one hand.

b. catch a Frisbee with one finger.

FIRST DEGREE BLACK HAT

1. -From a distance of 30 feet make the Fristee land

in a circle 3 feet in diameter after it:

a. curves right

b. curves left

c. curves up
4

d. curves down

2. From a distance of 20 feet, with your back towards

a thrower, catch the Frisbee in one hand.

3. Skip the Frisbee and have it fly at least 15 feet.

- 74 -
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SECOND DEGREE BLACK HAT

1. From a distance of 60 feet hswe.the Frisbee land

in a circla 3 feet in diameter after it:

a. curves left

b. curves right

C. curves up

d. curves down

2. Skip,the Frisbee and have it fl's for a distance

of 20 feet and land in a 3 foot circle.

3. Fly the Frisbee at least 30 feet so it comes back

and catch it with one tuind.



OUTDOOR MATHEMATICS I

MEASURING DISTANCE BY YOUR PACE

A pace is the length of one step. Every person has a habit of walking
so that steps are fairly uniform. If you wmnted to find out how far it
is between two points on level ground, you could walk the distance and
simply count the nuuber of your paces. You ccIld then say that the dis-
tance is 31 paces or 18 pates, or whatever yoL2 count was: Would the
nulber of paces for that distance be the same yor your father or your
sister? What would you need to know in order to find the distance in,
feet instead of your paces?

How-long is your pace?

Use a tape to mark off a diitance of 100 feet en reasonably 1eWel giound.
Count haw many steps you take-to walk the 100 foot distance. Repeat the
pacing at least twice until ytu are satisfied with your result. Ndw
figure out the length of one pace, rounding off your result to the near-
esttenth of a foot,. For exqmple, your pace might be 2.8 feet. Have a
friend figure oat his Pace and tompare your data. .Suppose your pace is
shorter than his and both of you pace the same distaoce. 1414 you.take
more or ltss paces than yaiir friend?

Step off the distance between 2 points on the Atheletic Field. How usny
paces? How mSny feet?

7 3



SIIADOW

HEIGHTS BV SHADOW MEASUREMENT

\A C A' C'

At two locations close together on the Earth, the son's rays are practically
parallel. Because of-this pareljeliam, shadow lengths can be used to find
heights of vertical objects. In the figure above, ABC is similar to Aq'C', so

'N.

AB a AC AB a i'B'
A'B' and AC VET

Thus, if.A'B' a 6' and A'C' a 8', AB a 4 pi 3 and,at
rC 8 4

distance is 3/4 the length'of its shadow. Fora rough
you could.use your own height and havesomeone measure
For better accuracy, use a yardstick or range pole.

that instant any Vertisal

approximation,
your shadow length.

Is there ever a time When yourShadow is just as long as your height? If so,
what would be the length of the shadow of a yardstick at that same time?
Set up a yardstia or range pole alongside the shadow so you can compare the
length of the Pole with its shadow. Is the4fiadow longer or shorter than:
the pole? *Draw a picture to scale showing the situation-ohen the height
of an object is just as long as its shadow. Hew could you use this
information to measure the height of a flagpole or building? Find the height
of some building and'draw a sketch.

7 4
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USE OF.SHADOWS

How can you establish a North-South line*?

One simple way to establish a North-South line is to observe the shadow of avertical pole and mark the direction of the sh3dow at the instant when it isthe shortest. At that time the sun is at its hightst point and, if you arein the Northern hemdephere, it is due South of you. A more-accurate way isthe "Indian Circle" method: During the morning set up a vertical range poleon level ground. Observe the direction and length of the shadow. Choose aradius a bit smaller than the length of the shadow and with a cord and asharp stick, scribe a circle on the ground so that the bottom of the rangepole is at the center (C). As the shadow changes during the day, mark thetip of the shadow frequently enough to obtain its path on the ground. Inparticular, mark the two points A and B when the tip of the shadow is on thecircle. Bisect ACB to get a line CN. This is a North-South line. Describethe path of a snail which moved with the tip of the shadow during the time ofthe experiment.

hadow

range pole

-B

A.-Vorth-South'line on the surface of the Earth is called a Meridian:it is also a Longitude line.

75
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MAP READING (topograva

Purpose; To familiarize students with topographic maps mIth the emphasis on

the contour line system.

General Outline: Topo (quadrant) maps are similar to other maps in that they

show lakes, rtiers, highways, etc. However, they differ in that

they are extremely accurate and that they indicate the terrain

by the use of contour lines.

Color System Used in Topo Maps:

brown: contour lines
blue : water (rivers lakea marshes, intermittent streams)

green: vegetation
black: man-made items (buildings, dams,highways, etc.)

red : major highways

Legend: Symbols used on topo maps (abbreviated list)

school it gravel pit

church 8 survey bench mark

graveyard I-4=El marsh (blue) 0.4110j.

04U 0411,

railroad I.) tula

Basic explanation of contour line system:

Contour "lines" are the brown curves which appear to wander all over a tOpo,map.

However, they are vary a.curately drawn and they indicate heights above sea
level. The same contour "line" indicates the same height above sea level. If

you could paint a contour line on the surface of the ground and then walk 'along

it, you would not go up or downhill.

Contour intervnls are usually 20 feet. That means that adjacent contour lines
will have 20 vertical feet of height between them (referring to points On the

earth's surface).

Every fifth contour line (every 100 feet) Is wider and darker than the others

and will be marked with the height above sea,level.

The shape of the contourjines "draw" a picture of the terrain:

steep rises - closely spaced contour lines (c.1.)

gradual rises - evenly spaced contour lines (ed.)

level ground - rather widely spaced ca.

round hills - nearly circular c.l.

ridges - elongated (oval) c.l.
c.l. point DOWN ridge

stream valleys - c.l. form "V's" which point UPSTREAM

79 -
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OUTDOOR:MATH II

Topic: Measurement of vertical distances

Objectives:
1. To compare various methods of measuring heights and choose the most

accurate.
2. To explain the principles behind each method of indirect measurement.3. To apply the concept of ratio and similar triangles to measuring heights.

Concepts:
1. Similar triangles do not differ in shapes but only in size.
2. The ratio between two nos. is their quotient.
3. There are several indirect methods that can be used to measure

height when it is difficult to make a direct measurement.

Vocabulary:
Indirect measuring methods

Inch-to-foot - a technique which relates the ratio of inches to feetin two similar triangles
Staff - a technique of establishing similar triangles with a staff orstick

Indirect measurement - a method of measuring in which the length of an
object is determined by means-other than applying a measuring deliice
directly to the object.

First discuss ways or methods that anyone might think would work in measuring

Materials:

Yardstick, sticks of various lengths, shallow pan and muddy water,pencil E. 50 foot tape measure

Indian Method:

Used by same of American Indian Tribes

1. A person would stand with back to tree and pace
2. Bend forward until head touches ground and look
3. If he sees only pert of tree, continue onward.
4. When you can see top of the tree, distance from

approximate heights.
5. Based on similar right triangles

Inch-t- Method:

off a few steps.
badkwards through legs.

head to tree equals

Stalt from tree (A) walk 11 steps'and mark that point X with a long--
perpendicular stick

2. Walk one mere pace and mark point (B)
3. Sight from point (B) at or across the stick to the blip of the tree (C)4. Mark point on stick where line of vision intersects stick (f)5. Measure distance from point CO to point (Y) in inches.
6. Triangles CAB and YXB are established
7. Compare XB/AB XY/AC or 1/2 al XY.A.0

- 80 -
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Staff Method:
1. Push staff into ground.
2. Lie dawn at point where sighting with eye close to ground, tops of staff

and tree come together.
3. Divide distance from your eye to the tree by the distance from your

eye to the staff.
4. This figure multiplied by the height of the staff gives the height of

the tree. AC/AB h/H

Tree Felling Method:

1. Haid-stick vertically in your hand, arm outstretched.
2. Sight to tree you want to measure: tip of your stick should be even

with top of tree and your thumb should mark the.bottam.
3. Move the stick 90 degrees to.the left or right making sure foot of

tree, and thuMb mark still line up.
4. Note point where tip of stick hits the ground.
5. ntep off the distance frIm this point to the foot of tree to obtain

the height.

Pencil method:

1. Have person of known height stand beside the tree.
2. Stand at distance from him and hold a pencil or short stick at arm's

length and sight across top of thumb to his feet, point (Y).
3. Slide thumb to point on stick that marks feet (X).
4. Keep thumb in this position.
5. Raise pendil upward until you can sight across top of thumb to point (Y).
6. Sight across top-of pencil to a new point on tree.
7. Repeat until reached top of the tree by sighting.
8. Keep track of standard measures KY.
9. Height-of-tree is thia---iiumber times height of person.



SURVEYING
PICK A PERSON WITH A REGULAR PACE WHO CAN WALK IN A STRAIGHT LINE; MEASURE.HIS PACE.

MAKE ALL MEASUREMENTS IN THE METRIC SYSTEM.

** BE SURE ADJACENT SURVEY TEAMS TIE THEIR WORK TOGETHER BY LOCATING TWO
COMMON POINTS.

Baseline

1. Decide on where baseline will be.

2. Pace it out accurately, setting markers at regular intervals ( 20 meters

3. Run a string along the markers.

4. Pace lines at right angles to baseline every 2 or 3 meters to the edge of
the gravel pit or other point of interest.

41118111111"

5. Record all information.

Grid Survey

1. Set up markers on the ground at regular intervals to form a grid.
Distance between the markers depends on the area to be surveyed, perhapsevery 2 or 3 meters.

2. Locate the feature to be surveyed. Determine which square it is in bysighting along lines (formed by your stakes) and then estimate which
square the object is located.

1 2 3 4 5 6 8
I I 1 1 (

1

1

1
1 1

1 I I
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,I1.10...1111-

Profile of an idealized hill.
Notice contour lines are parallel
to sea level.'

Nap view (top view)
looking down ott top
of bill.

More widely spaced contour
lines cc:respond to gradual rise.

8 0

-83e-

ContoUr.lines rather closely
spaced correspond to-sharp---
rise.
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ARCHEM

Perhaps the prime emphasis in the Archery Program should be on safety. Strictadherence to the rules must be observed.

The bow must not be drawn if:

the'rules have not been reviewed
- the counielor is not present
- all non-participamts,

except'instructor, are not seated behindfiring line.
- bow is pointed at other than the target

an arrow is not in the proper position in the stance
- amyone is down-range
- more than six arrows have been released and not collected

Archers must not proceed beYendfiring line:

- until all bows on their station
and their adjoining station(s)

are lying on the ground

Arrows must be (as well as other equipment):

- handled carefully
- withdrawn froM the target straight away in path on entry

Proper'form in use of archery equipment must be Observed. Basicallythis includes:

- Addressing the target - the tips of your toes should be in -inewith the center of the target.
Stance - assume a comfortable postition with your feet slightlyspread. Place equal weight on both feet.

- Holding the arrow - place the arrow in the bow. Grasp the arrowwith three fingers around the string. The arrow neck should bebetween the index and second fingers. Hold the string in thecurve Of the first joint of the fingers. The thumb and little
fingers are turned into the palm of the hand.

- Draw - turn your head to the target. Extend your bow arm withthe bow. Draw the arrow, back to its full length, placing yourhand along your jaw bone with the tip of your index finger atthe corner of your mouth. Do not move your head. It remainsin a natural "looking at target" position.
- Anchor - The position of the hand on the jaw bone with the tipof the index finger at the corner of the mouth is called "anchor".,- How to aim - when at full draw, with anchor in proper position,the aiming spot or bull's eye should be seen in the circle of
the bow-sight and he/d there. Sight adjustment is made by movingthe sight up if the arrow shoots high, move the sight down if
the arrow shoots low.

-7/1-ea-t{ 1--

8 2
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ARCHERY, coned

- Releasing - When the arrow has been aimed, it is released

by simply relaxing and, straightening the three fingers holding

.the arrow and string.
- The follow-through - archery, like golf and bowling, has its

"follow-through". The bow arm stays extended and stationary
until'the arrow strikes the target. The.relerese hand.stays on

the ,jaw bone, or moves sllghtly to the rear along the jaw bone.

Furthur refinements of archery technique can be found in tile camp librari

Scoring:

- The bull's eye is'scored five and pvogress-outward - 4,3,2,1.

- In archery, an "end" is 5 arrows shot, perfect ozore is 25.

- One game is 4 ''ends", 20 arrows, perfect score is 100.

- One series is 3 games, 12 "ends", q:1 arrows,.perfcct score is 300.

8 3
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CAI40ING and BOATING

PURPOSE:

1. To gain skill ;.4 practice at canoeing and-boating

(a) To learn the parts of canoes and boats

1. Bow
2. Str
3. OE ?addles
4. GT

5. Mc

(b) To learn the different strokes

1. Rowing a boat (forward, backward, turning)
2. Canoe strokes (bow, "J" stroke, sweepstroke,

ruddering, pitch, draw, figure "8").

To teach boating/canoeing procedures
,

(a) Proper way to enter a boat,or canoe
(b) Shaving off from shore
(c) Sitting ia a. water craft
(d) Proper way to beach
(e) Changing'position in boats/canoes
(f) Proper way to put on a preserver

3. Safety Rules

(a) Life preservers must be worn at all.times
Ob", No one:should:stand ia a boat or canoe While away fror shore
(c) Do not lean over the sides
(d) No unnecessary splashing ok horseplay is. permitted
(e) Craft must .be kept under control and a safe distance'

from nearby boats
() Limit - 4 in rowboat, 3 in canoe
(g) If you capsize - stay with the,boat or canoe
(h) Stay in sight of supervisor(s)
(i) Any action out of accordance with water safety is

strictly forbidden
(j) Boat.s and canoes must be properly returned to landing,

oars and paddles put away, and preservera hung up

TIME: 11/2 - 2 hours

METHOD: After a general presentation on booting and canoeing, each chi/d
demonstrates his ability to use the craft, and then proceeds with
free boating and canoeing.

8 4
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FISHING

A. RATIONALE: Fiohing is one of man's oldest forms of outdoor recreation and

is truly one ct the most popular field sports in .the world. Originally it

served as one of the basic skills needed by our ancestors in their pursuit

of food.

Children become interested in fiahing at an early age. Those children in a

rural environment are usually exposed to fishing as a part of growing up,

with the acquiring of skills often learned from a'parent or friend. Today,

however, in our urban society, this opportunity is often neglected and as

such, we need to provide children with the necessary skills in order that

they might learn this form of lasting recreation andvleisure activity,.

B. GRADE LEVEL: Optional activity for'4th, 5th, and,6th grade students.

C. TEAbHER INFORMATION: Fishing may be done ample shoreline, boat docks, and

from boats (not canoes). It is suggested that rather tLan having the

student bring'equiPment, that the activity include the making of a basic

diop-line, emphasizing the important elements of the gear.

D. DESCRIPTION OF THE k....TIVITY:

1. Indoor Orientation
a.. Discussion fo the lak3 or stream to be used

1. Depth
2. Temperature
3.-' Plane growth

b. Discussion of fish
1. Types - pan fish, bass, pickerel, perch, bullheads, etc.

2. Abundance

c. Discussion 71 the parts of a,fish and their function

d. Discussion of hooks

e. Discussion of live and artificial baits

. Bait Digging

3. Outdoor Orientation
a. Preparing the drop line

1. Attach line to reel

2. Attach hook to line

3. Attach sinker
4. Attach bobber
5. Place bait on hook

b. Casting the line

c. Safety factors

- 89 -
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FISHING, coned.

4. Actual Fishing

S. Cleaning Fish Demonstration

6. Follow-up Discussion
a. Other types of fishing
b. Areas best for fishing
c. Other kinds of equipment
d. Rules, regulations, and seasons
e. Cooking fish

8 6
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PIONEER SKILLS - FIREBUILDING

I. Selecting a site:

A. May be already there and ready made i.e. State Park

B. Requtrements for selection

1. Should be in A,1rNlz, Ram ',Acne

2. NEVER build a lire under u. against a tree or trees

3. Remove all dried leaves, grar:A, sticks or leaf mold from site

4. Clear site down to hard dit, sand or rocks for at least an

area of 6 square feet (10 feet)
5. Make a circle of rocka,arounn the area wheva'fire is to be built

6. Wetodown area just inside rock circle

II. Gathering material for wood pile

A. It is iaportant to line up material you need before,atarting a fire.

Have enough of everything so that you do not have to leave-your

fire once it has been started.

B. Three types of material needed for a fire are tinder, kindling,

and fttel.

1. .Tinder jany material which catches fire easily. It should

be about as thick as match sticks, approximately as long as

h new pencil.
2. Kindling - varies in size from thin branches, little bigger

than timber to 112 and 1 inch thick. Kindling must be dry

and should snap when broken.
3. Fuel - is the material that keeps the'fire burning -

(supplies most of the heat or light ). /t should firm

wood graduated in sizs from pieces slightly bigger than

kindling to good sizee 8.

C. Woodpile -

1. As the wood is gathered and cut or broken, divide it into

3 piles; tinder, kindling, and fuel.
2. Place the woodpile 4 feet from the fire and on the side

where sparks will not fall on it.

3. Making a woodyard - (If remaining in the sem,' area for
several days)

a. Drivt sticks into gund a foot apart , place fire

materials neatly b,...tween them accordirg to each size.

8 7
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FIREBUILDING

A.

B.

C.

The basic (A) fire is easy to build.
A. Lay two good sized sticks of kindling
in a V formation with the open end of the
V facing the wind. 2. Lay a smaller stick
across these to form an A. 3. Place A
handful or two of tinder across on this
crossbar. 4. Kneel and strike your match
with your back to the wind. Tip it down
so the flame catches the wood. /f windy,
cup your hands.. When the match is burning
well, light the tinder from underneath.
5. As your fire catches, add more tinder
gradually. When it is burning briskly,
place pieces of kindling in a teepee or
wigwam formation, allowing for a draft.

The wigwam or teepee fire - This is used
when you want a fire that is quick, hot, and
compact. It is the best for boiling, as the
heat is concentrated. After the Basic A
fire is burning well, add wood in a teepee
shape.

The Criss-Cross or Log C44'.in - Tex
is used for campfire or broing, it burns
steadily, produces good coalsD and does not
need mud' feeding. Start with .a Basic A \

fire and add wood In a criss-cross formation.
Put thick sticks at bottom (fuel) and stn:WIr
ones across the top. /n this way,_the csvoi
will burn down and fall, making a bed 6.i',!oa1s.

8 8
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PIONEER SKILLS - OUTDOOR COOK/NG

There are many ways that one can cook In. the out-of-doors effectively. Resident

outdoor education programs often provide this sort of experience for their

students. It can combine a number of skills such as firebuilding, preparation

of food, planning menus, .7.1d cooking of food. .

Stick cookinR: This is the easiest method of cooking over an'open fire.

Basic in3redients are a fire, green sticks, and food i.e.,

hotdogs, chunka of meat, vegetables, marshmallows. Also (me

can bake by wrapping bread. dough around end of stick.

Aluminum Foil: This is probably the next easiest method of cooking over an

open fire. All one needs is alunanum foil, food, and some

sort of long tongs for removing fooa packages from fire.

typical goods used are hamburgers, hotdogs, small steaks,

beef chunks, carrots, potatoes, etc.
Procedure - Put food*in piece of aluminum foil. Season.

Wrap up food carefully. Use lapover seam to seal fool in.

Drop into coals making sure th-t fire has burned down a

bit. Turn packages occasionally and check until ready to

eat.

Coal Cooking: Really the parent of the alumireanfeil method. Some foods-.

such as corn can be cooked by keeping on the husk, wetting

thoroughly, and dropping into the coals. Other methods in-

clude packing in mud, i.e., potatoes, or settinga grill ol. :

some Tir)rt right in the coals. The'backyard bar-b-que is

really i-.1 variation of this method. Fire needs to be mininal.

with a good set of redhot coals.

Grill Cooking: Avery popular method of cooking is using a grill suspended

over the fire. It might have it's own frame or be supported

by roas. TTse just like the stave at home with pot-, pans,

and skillets. Remember, however, that you have limiced

control of the he...t so foods teed to be checked constantly

(stirred, turned, etc.). Often werk gloves save on burned

fingers. One of my favorite utensils is a pair of pliers to

move pots. A variation of using regular pcts is to cook out

of No. 10 cans (found in any school cafeteria or camp kiteham).

Cook your stew, etc. and then discard.

Dutch Ovens:-. .
A dutch olien is a large iron pot ( comes in a variety of sizes

found in most hardware stores and which can be used .in manq

ways - as regular one-pot meals can be.prepared in it..

Baking breads tan be done by using it in Coals. A third

method. of preparation in a dutch oven is by digging s.pit in

the ground, layering the .pit with hot roeks, coalstcand ashes,

sitting the dutch oven in the pit and zovering.it.with roOks

and coals. Baking can-also be done this way as wales pre-
parstion of large pieces of meat, i.e.,.roaate. The whole

secret of a dutch oven is the' ability of cast iron to disperse

heat equally throughout the utensil as well as holding theHheat.
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Reflector Oven; The vest efficient reflector ovens seem to be the commercially
made ones although simpte ones made out of aluminUm foil on
a board can be used. Using a banked fire the oven relies on
reflected heat to bake.

Breads, pies, cakes, fish, meat, as well as some of the more
"exotic" dishes such as pizza can be done this way. The fire
must be extremely hot, though, c you may find yourself with
(as Mom well knows) a fallen cake. Be sure and turn as thy
food browns, but be careful. Easy to use and nothing tastes
greater than a homemade blueberry pie cooked in a reflector.
oven.

'Some muggestions are-in order in outdoor cooking. They are:

- Adequately prepare. Outdoor cooked food can be great or awful, dependingon the preparation. RemeMber such items as matches and salt.
Assik:n students to specific duties. From preparation to cleanup.

- Students with long hair ( Both girls and boys ) should tie it oUt ofthe way. Fire can cive someone a quick haircut and a nasty burn. Abucket of water near the cooking area for this purpose should be inorder.

I.Pt. the students do the work. You may be second only to Betty L...ockerie cooking ability but the lesson 7' the.students not for your ego.Issist where needed.
Malte sure everybody is busy. Inactive student's around a fire tend tobring about dangerous situations.

.

- Use proper procedures in
putting the fire out and clean up the site.It's often greatly appreciated if you leave some firewood so the next

group has.something to Eh:art-with.
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FIRST AID

Purpose: To familiarize students with basic first aid treatment

of injuries.

Definition of first aid: Emergency care given to an injured person

that is immediate and temporary until adequate

medical care can be given.

Note: The American National Red Cross has a nuMber of publications which

are good sources of emergency care: Standard First Aid and Personal

Safety, Advanced First Aid and Personal Safety.

Approach to First Aid: Aid which effectively sustains life and temporarily

prevents further injury or damage. With this in mind

the question of which treatment should be done first

is ,answered by the treatment that is first necessary

to sustain life. ( An example would be if a person

had stopped breathing and also was bleeding severely.)

Since severe injury is also normally accompanied by

shock both should be treated simultaneously. (Many

persons die from shock rather than from the injury

itself.)

IMPORTANT POINTS TO REMEMBER: I) Remain calm..

2) Check for breathing, bleeding and signs

of shock,
3) Send someone for medical assistance.

4) Use proper first cIld procedures.

Breathing: 1) History Of artificf-4 respiration leading up tO why mouth-

to-mouth is now the preferred,mothcd.

2) Probabie causes of respiratory failure.

3) Demonstration and practice of mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.

Bleeding: 1) Types of bleeding venous, arterial, capillary.

2) Treatment of bleeding

a) Direct pressure

b) Pressure ,loints

c) Tourniquet

Shock: 1) Definition of,shock - caused by a depressed state of

many bodily functions.
2) Causes of shock

3) ,
Symptoms of shock

a) Rapid pulse
b) Skin is pale and cold,-perhaps Cammy and moist.

c) Shallow breathing
d). Dilated pupils

4) Treatment of shock

a) Keep lying down.

.b) sKezp warm.
c) Elevate feet sE.Otly.

d) Get medicil help.
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Wounds:

Burns:

Sprains:

1) Definition of wounds, -.open, closed, etc.
2) Types of wounds

a) Abrased
b) Incised
c) Lacerated
d) Puncture

Avulsed
3) Treatment of wounds

a) Stop bleeding
b) Clean with soap and water
c) Dress wound with dry sterile dressing
d) Get medical help

1) Definition and causes of burns
2) Types of burns

a) First.degree
b) Second degree
c) Third degree

3) Treatment of burns
a) Apply cold (First rad second degree only)
b) Dry and covervith sterile bandage.
c) Get medical help.

1) Definition of a sprain
2) Symptoms of sprain

a) Swelling
b) Discoloration
c) Tenderness

3) Treatment c sprain
a) Elevate
b) Apply cold'
c) Seek meiical help.

Breaks: 1,? Definition of a break
( Fractures ) 2) Types of fractures

a) Simple
b) Compound

3) Symptoms of a fracture
a) Patient often hears or feels a snap.
b) May be a sharp pain
c) May be a deformity or hone sticking throngb exin.

4) Treatment of break
a) Immobilize
b) If compound, treat bleeding carefully.
c) Get medical help.

Eye Injury: ,1) Symptoms of an eye injury
a) Redness
b) Burning sensation
c) Possible pain
d) Watering:of eye

2) Treatment
a).-Cover with clean dressing
b) Get medical assistance
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Blisters: 1) Definition of a blister
2) Treatment of blister

a) Cover - DO NOT OPEN.
h) If extensive - get medical assistance

Poison Ivy, 1) Identification of poison ivy, oak, and sumac.

'Oak, or Sumac 2) Symptoms of poisoning ( Begins several hours after contact. )

Poisoning a) Redness
b) Itching
c) Blistering/rash

3) Treatment of i,oisoning
a) Clean area thoroughly with soap and water

b) Treat rash with calamine, rhulicream, etc.
c) Get medical advice

Heat Ailments: 1) Definition of problems related to heat
a) Heat stroke - characterized by malfunction of

sweating mechanism. .

b) Heat ekhaustion - characterized by fatigue,
weakness due to inadequate fluid intake,-

2) Symptoms of problems
a) Heat Stroke

-High body temperature
-Strong, rapid pulse
.-Skin is hot, rec4 and dry.

b) Heat Exhaustion
-Normal or slightly sub normal bo:.:y temperature
-Excessive perspiration
-Tiredness, weak feeling
-Headache
Nausea

c) Heat Cramps
-Knotting and spasms of muscles, often in
abdomen and legs.

4) Treatment
a) Heat Stroke

-Reduce body temperature quickly; cold water, alcohol
rub, etc.

-Maintain body temperature once lowered with fans,
air conditioners, etc.

-Get medical assistance.
b) Heat EXhaustion

-Give sips of salt water ( 1 tsp, per glass ) every
fifteen minutes over about aa hour's time

-Keep person lying down
-Loosen clothes
-Keep him cool
-Get medical advice

c) Heat Cramps
-Massage cramped area
-Same salt water treatment as for exhaustion

As with all outdoor education study plans, first aid is best learned in a
practical field experience. Simulation exercises work especially well.
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AN HISTORICAL SURVEY

I. WHO WERE THE FIRST PERSONS KNOWN TO HAVE LIVED HERE?

II. OUTSTANDING PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LAND?

WHO WERE THE FIRST SETTLERS? REASON FOR SETTLING?
APPROXIMATE DATE OF SETTLEMENT.

IV. LIST ANY EVENTS OF HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE.

V. TRACE CHANGES IN ECONOMY FROM FIRST SETTLERS TO PRESENT.

VI. PREPARE A CHART OF POPULATION GROWTH FROM FIRST SETTLEMENT
TO NO14. (25 year blocks of time)

1/414.. ((t-Cif
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HOMESTEAD STUDY

COMPARISON OF CONSTRUCTION OF PRE-1875 ROUSES WITH HOUSES OF TODAY:

A. Supporting timbers - Axe-hewn or commercial cut?

B. Lumber - check flooring and frame for evidence of handmade rough cut.

C. Nails -"Handmade or machine made?

D. Foundatiou - Stone or poured cement?

". Shingles - (Hin: of homemade. Tend to be cut from single log.

Narrower at the top)

,upporting braces - trunneled or fitted - nailed or 'pegged?

I
G. Basement - check for protruding s'TAI s-nports.

H. Are there overlaps atop doors, windows? These act c, rain diverters.

What do they use now?

/. Doors - Home made or commercial. Also look at t8e'handles.

J. Fireplaces - Evidence of cooking/heating type as opposed to purely
ornamental. (Hint - Is there a large ane in the kitchen area.)

7
K. Mortar - Held together by pig or horse hair? Quite common and very

strang.
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